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Self-organised Cycling Trip - Lindesnes 

For our three days cycling trip we decided to go to Lindesnes, the most southern point of 

Norway. We chose to go together with another group so we were seven people in total. We 

left on the Monday at 10am with Mandal as the first destination for the day. We took the 

route along the coast which was up and down a lot. But with our good mountain bikes and 

perfect weather conditions it was much fun. Accidentally we took some detours, but as we 

had lots of time that day it was no problem. Once we arrived in Mandal we had an ice cream 

break at the river. After another hour of cycling we got to Vigeland where we did some 

groceries shopping for dinner. Then we drove down to Underoy where we looked for a 

camping spot for the night. We found a beautiful place that had a little beach and was 

sheltered with some trees. After we had dinner we put up a tent because three of us wanted 

to sleep inside while the rest of us bivouacked outside. That day we cycled almost 90km. 

The next morning started with a nice breakfast at the water. When we were packing our 

stuff we found out that one of us had a flat tire. After we fixed it we head of to our next 

cycling day. Our destination for that day was the lighthouse of Lindesnes. We took the route 

along the coast again and had a beautiful view on the way. At the lighthouse we had a long 

lunch break. After that we went back the same way and heading to Mandal city beach. We 

were still lucky with the weather, it was sunny and we had almost no wind.  When we arrived 

in Mandal we stopped at the supermarket to get more groceries. After that we found 

ourselves a nice spot at Mandal beach where we could spend the night. We cooked dinner at 

the beach and made a nice bonfire in the sand. On this second day we cycled about 70km. 

After we enjoyed the sunset we all decided to sleep outside without a tent that night. So we 

checked the weather forecast which said no rain coming. We put the tarp and our sleeping 

mats between two trees just in front of the beach. At 4.30am the next morning it suddenly 

started dripping down and then it actually started to rain. So we set up two tents within  five 

minutes and put everything inside. Once we were laying down again to go back to sleep it 

apparently stopped raining for the rest of the night... 

The next morning we were all quite tired from the rainy surprise at night. Also we could 

already feel our legs from the last two days of cycling. So we decided to have a relaxed 

morning cause we just had to go about 60km that day anyway. We had our breakfast at the 

beach and then started packing our stuff for the last cycling day. We decided to stop at a 

bakery in Mandal to have a nice coffee and some cinnamon buns. We took our time there 

and enjoyed the sun for a while till we got back on our bikes again. The first part of our way 

back felt quite easy cause it was a bit more downhill than the beginning. But after a while it 

started to become a bit windy and a lot of that wind came from the front. We took a few 

more breaks on our way back to Kristiansand and eventually we arrived at uni at about 4pm 

that day. In total we were cycling for 218km within the three days and made it to the 

lighthouse in Lindesnes and back. Apart from a flat tire we did not have any issues with 

broken gear and apart from sore muscles in the end there were no injuries. So all together it 

was a really nice trip with good weather conditions and good vibes. 
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Planning and function of the trip 

The planning of the trip was quite easy because everyone wanted to go to Lindesnes so we 

quickly had our main destination for the three days. We figured out that the distance there 

and back with about 70km a day would be doable for us. So we used google maps and 

komoot to plan the route and find good biking roads and also camping spots. When we 

checked the weather forecast there was no rain supposed to come so we already assumed 

that we would be able to bike all day long for the three days. As we were also planning to go 

past some supermarkets on the way we did not have to bring all the food for the three days 

which made packing a lot easier. All in all the planning worked very good and was pretty 

successful in the end. 

Learning outcome 

During these three days I experienced that biking is a very nice way to explore the area 

during a trip. Compared to hiking it is a lot easier to carry your stuff and you get to see more 

because you are a lot faster. Even though it was a lot of uphill and downhill it was 

manageable with good bikes. Also we took little snack and drinking breaks at least every 

20km to have a rest in between. The only surprise we had was that bit of rain that was 

coming during the second night in Mandal. Even though there was no rain forecasted it still 

happened. But even in that situation me managed to set up the tents very quickly. I also had 

my bivy bag so my sleeping bag did not even get wet that night. I also experienced that after 

the three days I definitely needed a break from cycling for a while. I could really feet me butt 

from sitting on that saddle without cycling pants and also my legs were cramping for a bit 

during the last 20km. If I would plan on doing a longer cycle trip I would get some proper 

cycling pants and also plan to have a rest day every three to four days.  

Group dynamics 

As I mentioned before we decided to go together with another group for the cycle trip cause 

we all wanted to do the same route. So we ended up being a group of seven in total, two 

boys and six girls. In the beginning we were a bit concerned if that might be a bit too many in 

one group but we did not have problems at all. For the cooking we planned in the smaller 

groups that we made in the beginning. Most of the time while biking we had one or two 

people that had the map and the planned route. Sometimes we all decided to leave the 

route and do a little detour so we would not stay on the main road for example. The decision 

making worked pretty good and we were all happy with the route we choose. Also we often 

switched around the leader so everyone was either in the front or could use the wind 

shadow from the one before.  

 


